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CASE STUDY

Northwest Restaurants 
(Taco Bell / KFC Franchisee)
At Northwest Restaurants, a 250-unit Taco Bell and KFC franchisee, inventory counts are 
the foundation of their entire supply chain. Like many foodservice operators, Northwest 
Restaurants manually counts on-hand inventory 2 to 3 times per week —spending 30-60 
minutes per count. The data is crucial for product ordering, capacity planning, stock 
allocation, system health, loss prevention, and balance sheet reconciliation. Poor data 
negatively impacts key metrics including margin, waste, COGs and labor. 



Brett Sibert, Owner of Northwest Restaurant, says about manual counts “It’s where we 
start to get our data and it’s the backbone of everything we do.”


The Problem: Manual Counts

Manual counts are not only time consuming, but 
also prone to human error. As Brett explains, 
"People make mistakes when manually counting 
inventory. It's the least-liked task in the 
restaurant." 



He notes these mistakes create limited visibility 
into inventory levels—and causes a ripple effect 
that impacts nearly every piece of their business:

 Ordering data becomes inaccurat
 System inventory levels become compromise
 Stock allocation becomes difficul
 Capacity planning suffers from incorrect data 

in forecasting models



It's not only the individual franchisee that gets 
impacted by the errors of manual counting.
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It’s not only the franchisees that suffer. The brand itself is impacted in terms of 
limitations around providing inventory efficiencies. “Predictive ordering and inventory 
innovation has been talked about for years. Something always stands in the way of 
getting there,” says Brett. Without highly accurate on-hand inventory data, no level of 
automation can help the situation. It’s a classic case of garbage in/garbage out.



The Solution: Nomad Go Automated Inventory

Nomad Go’s Automated Inventory is helping Northwest Restaurants transform their 
inventory system into a highly accurate, efficient - and very fast process. It allows them 
to quickly update their stock levels and make sure they never run out of supplies again.















How Nomad Go Works

Nomad Go uses a standard tablet device to provide real-time inventory counts of all 
items in a Northwest Restaurant store, from chips and sauces to tomatoes and meat 
products. Employees quickly scan all locations that hold inventory, from metro shelves to 
refrigerators and freezers, to cupboards. Because it is a tablet, they can go anywhere 
inventory is held.



Nomad Go’s computer vision, combined with real-time augmented reality feedback, 
provides an instantaneous count of all items. Once the employee sees that all items have 
been counted, they hit a button to automatically submit it to the inventory system.

As Brett put it: “Inventory mistakes at 
one store are challenging enough. 
Inventory mistakes at the 1,000-store 
level cause real impact.” Incorrect 
orders from stores causes changes in 
costs, support to correct orders, and 
the need for extra trucks, while padding 
and hoarding inventory leads to supply 
chain pinch and limits the ability to 
track down surplus.



The Results: Accurate, Fast and Automated Inventory

By automating the counting process Nomad Go allows Northwest Restaurants to count 
inventory in 1/10th the time it would take with manual methods. It also increased 
accuracy so that counts can now more reliably be used for ordering, accounting, and 
innovations, such as automated ordering.



Nomad Go’s unified, digitized inventory management allows operators to have real-time 
visibility into their inventory and enables automated ordering conversion. This reduces 
mistakes and errors, which saves both time and money.



The operator benefits from reduced labor costs and faster ordering times due to Nomad 
Go’s automation of their inventory process. The distributor benefits from greater 
efficiency and faster ordering as well because of the automation of this process by 
Nomad Go. The brand benefits from predictive ordering enabled by Nomad Go’s 
automation of this process within their stores.



And because Nomad Go doesn’t require any special hardware or changes to product 
packaging, it was an easy decision for Northwest Restaurants: 
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“Working with Nomad Go, we are confident that 
supply chain transformation is possible by improving 
inventory processes inside our stores. Nomad Go’s 
offering is an exciting development in the world of 
food service operations”


